Measuring development – mystery at the station
Student task:
You are a secret agent waiting at the Rotunda Station, when someone
runs past you, dropping a very old looking map at your feet. Feeling
very suspicious, you pick up the map and find that there is a strange
decoder key beneath what appears to be an old copy of the railway
stations in the area. Some stations have been circled and appear to
form part of a code (the stations appear in the “Decoder box” below).
You decide that this something that has to be investigated and start
your journey.


Step 1: You need a code name; take your surname and the name of a family pet. This is your
code name, remember; “secrecy is everything”!
Write it here: ........................................................................................... .



Step 2: Start at Rotunda Station and answer the question on your question sheet. Because
the Rotunda Station is in the decoder box below, find the mystery letter and put it in your
letter column.



Step 3: Make your way to one of the other stations on your decoder list. You can change
route at any of the stations that have a black circle, but you must attempt every question for
every station that you pass, even if you get it wrong! When you reach the station add the
letter to the decoder box.



Step 4: After you have all of the letters from Rotunda, Blaze Row, Willow Walk, Cauldron
Castle, Gaulford, King’s Cross, Pig’s Meadow and Witches Way, put the corresponding
numbers into the code solver.



Step 5: Use the clues you have to try and solve the cryptogram.

Good luck!

Decoder box clue

Letter

Number

Rotunda Station 1st letter of the 1st word

18

Blaze Row 2nd letter of the 1st word

17

Willow Walk 2nd letter

9

Cauldron Castle 2nd letter of 1st word

15

Gaulford 1st letter of 2nd word

20

King’s Cross 2nd letter

2

Pigs Meadow 8th letter of first word

5

Witches Way 2nd letter

23
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Code solver:
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

K

l

m

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z

18 23 9 23 14 20 25 24 23 15 4

25 20 26 7

4

24 11 1 23 26

4 13 23

7

9 23

24 23 11 15 26

12 13 11 15 8 23

4 13 7 15 8 26

25 23 20 25 14 23

20 2

6 23 4

11

4 13 11 4

4 23 17

2 20 17

4 13 23

.
12 20 16 15 4 17 5

.
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Question sheet:

Alex Square

List two NEE countries (Newly Emerging
Economies).

Baker Street

The rate of a country’s development
depends on many factors that can be divided
into four categories. Name the categories.

Blaze Row

What does “G.N.I” stand for?

Blocks’
Corner

Which measure of development can show
how good a country’s education system is?
The Human Development Index (HDI) was

Cauldron
Castle

Craft Arch

Creeper’s
Mine

created by the ..............

.............

............................... Programme
Which of these measures only economic
development?
1. Human Development Index
2. Gross National Income
An indicator made up of more than one
variable is called a .............. indicator.

Enderline

What is considered a high H.D.I. rank?

Ending
Forest

What is meant by the “development” of a
country?

Gaulford

The material well-being of a person is known
as:

Hagridge
Street

Name an indicator that measures health.

Hornhelmet
House

Name the four HDI categories of
development.
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Hudson
Station

Name two factors that affect quality of life.

Kelvin

Which of these measures social and
economic development?
1. Human Development Index
2. Gross National Income

King’s Cross

Which continent is ranked lowest on the
Human Development Index?

Knights Fort

The general well-being of a person, including
their standard of living, is known as:

Merlin
Bridge

One factor affecting a country’s rate of
development is the environmental
challenges that it may face. Give an
example of an environmental challenge.

Oblisk
Station

What are the three indicators used in the
Human Development Index?

Ocelot Vale

The World Bank classifies the development
of a country into three categories. Name
them:

Pigs Meadow

What is the name given to the percentage of
adults who can read and write?

Ragnar Road

Name a higher income country (HIC).

Ravenskin

One factor affecting a country’s rate of
development is the economy. Name one
economic factor.

Rotunda

The difference between the standard of
living and quality of life of the world’s
richest and poorest countries is called the:

Royale
Station

Name a lower income country (LIC).

Snakes Park

What does the H.D.I. stand for?
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St. Potters

What is the name given to the number of
babies who live past the age of 1 for every
1000 births?

Steven’s
Town

Which of these countries has a H.D.I closer
to 1, Australia or India?

Toad Road

What is the name given to the line that was
used to separate the richer countries from
the poorer countries?

Viking Plaza

Why is a single measure of development not
very accurate?

Wandington

Economic and social measures could be
limited because data could be:

Watson’s
Wood

What is the name given for the average
number of years people in a certain country
live for?

Wesley
Station

Name an example of a political factor that
could influence a country’s development.

Whither
Town

What effect does development have on a
person’s standard of living?

Willow Walk

People per Doctor refers to the ...........
number of people per doctor in a country.

Windy
Corner

What does the word “variations” mean?

Witches Way

What does the word “mortality” mean?
Useful indicators should be easy to measure

Wolffang
Road

and easy to .............................
between countries.
Gross National Income is the value of a

Wortaloo

country's final income in a ................,
divided by its population. It reflects the
average .............. of a country's citizens.
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Answer sheet:

Alex Square

List two NEE countries (Newly Emerging
Economies).

Brazil, India, South Africa,
Malaysia, Indonesia,
Nigeria, etc.

Baker Street

The rate of a country’s development depends on
many factors that can be divided into four
categories. Name the categories.

Environmental / Economic
/ Social / Political

Blaze Row

What does “G.N.I” stand for?

Gross National Income

Blocks’
Corner

Which measure of development can show how
good a country’s education system is?

Literacy rate %

Cauldron
Castle

The Human Development Index (HDI) was created
by the ...................... ................
...................... Programme

United Nations
Development

Craft Arch

Which of these measures only economic
development?
1. Human Development Index
2. Gross National Income

Gross National Income

Creeper’s
Mine

An indicator made up of more than one variable is
called a ............................ indicator.

composite

Enderline

What is considered a high H.D.I. rank?

Greater than 0.8

Ending
Forest

What is meant by the “development” of a
country?

An increase in quality of
life and standard of living

Gaulford

The material well-being of a person is known as:

Standard of living

Hagridge
Street

Name an indicator that measures health.

Life expectancy / Infant
mortality / People per
doctor

Hornhelmet
House

Name the four HDI categories of development.

Low, medium, high, very
high

Hudson
Station

Name two factors that affect quality of life.

Education, safety,
security, right to vote
etc.

Kelvin

Which of these measures social and economic
development?
1. Human Development Index
2. Gross National Income

Human Development
Index
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King’s Cross

Which continent is ranked lowest on the Human
Development Index?

Africa

Knights Fort

The general well-being of a person, including their
standard of living, is known as:

Quality of life

Merlin
Bridge

One factor affecting a country’s rate of
development is the environmental challenges that
it may face. Give an example of an environmental
challenge.

Earthquakes, floods,
drought-prone areas etc.

Obelisk
Station

What are the three indicators used in the Human
Development Index?

Life expectancy /
Education level / Gross
National Income

Ocelot Vale

The World Bank classifies the development of a
country into three categories. Name them:

High / Medium / Low
Income Countries

Pigs Meadow

What is the name given to the percentage of
adults who can read and write?

Literacy rate

Ragnar Road

Name a higher income country (HIC).

Any suitable countries!

Ravenskin

One factor affecting a country’s rate of
development is the economy. Name one
economic factor.

How much the country
exports, trade, debt, etc.

Rotunda

The difference between the standard of living and
quality of life of the world’s richest and poorest
countries is called the:

Development gap

Royale
Station

Name a lower income country (LIC).

Any suitable countries!

Snakes Park

What does the H.D.I. stand for?

Human Development
Index

St. Potters

What is the name given to the number of babies
who live past the age of 1 for every 1000 births?

Infant mortality rate

Steven’s
Town

Which of these countries has a H.D.I closer to 1,
Australia or India?

Australia

Toad Road

What is the name given to the line that was used
to separate the richer countries from the poorer
countries?

Brandt line

Viking Plaza

Why is a single measure of development not very
accurate?

It is an average of the
country
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Wandington

Economic and social measures could be limited
because data could be:

Out of date / hard to
collect / subject to
corruption, etc.

Watson’s
Wood

What is the name given for the average number of
years people in a certain country live for?

Life expectancy

Wesley
Station

Name an example of a political factor that could
influence a country’s development.

Civil war / political
stability

Whither
Town

What effect does development have on a person’s
standard of living?

As development increases
standard of living usually
increases too.

Willow Walk

People per Doctor refers to the ..............
number of people per doctor in a country.

average

Windy
Corner

What does the word “variations” mean?

Differences

Witches Way

What does the word “mortality” mean?

Death

Wolffang Rd

Useful indicators should be easy to measure and
easy to .................... between countries.

compare

Wortaloo

Gross National Income is the value of a country's
final income in a ............................. ,
divided by its population. It reflects the average
........................... of a country's citizens.

year, income
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Decoder box answers.

Letter

Number

D

18

R

17

V

9

N

15

O

20

F

2

Y

5

E

23

Rotunda Station
1st letter of the 1st word
Blaze Row
nd

2

st

letter of the 1 word

Willow Walk
2nd letter
Cauldron Castle
2nd letter of 1st word
Gaulford
st

nd

1 letter of 2

word

King’s Cross
nd

2

letter

Pigs Meadow
8th letter of first word
Witches Way
nd

2

letter

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

11

6

12

18

23

2

8

13

7

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

15

20

25

17

26

4

16

9

j

w

K

l

m

1

14

24

x

y

z

5

The cryptogram should read:
‘Development means a positive change that makes things better for the people of
the country.’
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